
Learn to create a plan that fits you,
to overcome any type of fear,

to create confidence, connected leadership,
& trust in yourself

that will transform your horsemanship
(& may possibly change your life)

in 2-hours,
without wasting another minute

trying to figure it out on your own



Jenny Rohlen-Barker



Let me ask you



Let me ask you

Together we will create an action plan to fight the 
hundreds of what-if questions popping into your head 

that hold you back with your horses?

(which for us horse girls holds us back in our lives)



Let me ask you

You can conquer any horse-related 
fear, even if you have been hurt in the 

past,
are paralyzed from fear of judgment 
& feel like you have tried everything,
so you can truly enjoy your horse at 

the deepest level without worry,
works for any riding discipline & even 

if you don't ride at all!



Let me ask you

I just made a lot of big promises so, hold my iced tea!
And let me tell you what I am going to teach you...



Everything 
matters
and 
Everything 
means 
something



Let’s get started with 

The Emergency Working Through Fear System 
& Worksheet Every Horse Girl & Guy
Should Have 
To Quickly Make A Plan On The Fly

The Equestrian Fear Buster Worksheet





Feel the Fear & Do It Anyway by Susan Jeffers

“At the bottom of every one of your fears is simply the fear that you 
can’t handle whatever life may bring you.”…

If you knew you could handle anything that came your way, what 
would you possibly have to fear?

The answer is nothing!

All you have to do to diminish your fear is to develop more trust in your 
ability to handle whatever comes your way.”



Feel the Fear & Solve It by Jenny Barker & Charlotte Cannon



So, if fear is lack of trust that we can handle something
the opposite would be…

Confidence
is a Latin word that means

with intense trust
and with full trust.



It does not mean
You will never be afraid.



It does mean

“You have developed enough trust 
in yourself that you can handle

ANYTHING that life
throws your way.”



It means you 
trust yourself
that you can 
figure things 
out.



It is my job to help 
you start to trust 
yourself 











It’s ok to have multiple fears, pick one to focus on and maybe write a few out to the side in 

the margin & take notes as ideas come to you

For now just think about this… 



Let’s go back to the simple definition of fear…



In order to know how to handle our fear we need to name it.

There are 4 most common types of fear when it comes to horses…



In order to know how to handle our fear we need to name it.

There are 3 most common types of fear when it comes to horses…

Bonus fear!

The fear of losing 

control



Each one of a thousand "what ifs“ questions 
you might think about when you go to get on or work with your horse 
can fit in one of these types of fears.

You know like...

"What if I get hurt?"
"What if I can't handle my horse?"
"What if I can't shake this fear after my injury?"
"What if people think I am not good enough & judge why I even ride?"





Until we can take care of our need to feel safe we can not move to the deeper levels of relationship



"Horses and people need certain things, in a certain order to be ok, if we 

are aware of this, we can use it to our benefit in our training process.“

Charlotte Cannon

The same is true for the horse…





It is empowering to start 
to see fear 
as a friend
who is trying to keep us 
safe

And 
work with fear 
instead of trying to fight it,
block it out,
Or just flat pretend it’s not 
happening



Becoming Friends 
with Fear So You Can 

Understand It 

& More Importantly 
Finally Do Something 

About It



Let’s first address…

With connected leadership & horsemanship fundamentals



The Indispensable Skill of 
Connected Leadership: 

How To Earn It 

Even If You Don't Feel Like 
A Leader Without Force, 

Chasing or Submissive 
Pressure



Connected 
Leadership:

• Is about putting the horse’s well being first

• Empathy

• Compassion

• Being A Care Taker

• Taking a Role as being responsible for 
bringing out the best in your horse



7 13 game-changing leadership shifts to becoming the type 
of leader your horse will love💕 to follow. 

Hint: this does NOT include "showin' her who’s boss, or other horsemanship myths.

These are not rules but ways of “being” that you will have to incorporate 
into your nature in order to freelance and combine principles 

for what you need in the moment

x



Confidence
1



Confidence
is a Latin word that means

with intense trust
and with full trust.



It does mean

“You have developed enough trust 
in yourself that you can handle

ANYTHING that life
throws your way.”



Trust yourself.
Several years back, 

I remember the giant lump in my throat 

growing bigger & bigger 

as I fought to hold back the tears of many 

years of struggle, 

as the great trainer Frederic' Pignon was 

speaking to me 

in my one on one coaching session in France 

a few years ago.



Trust yourself.

"You have a nice way about 
you with the horses" he said, 
"but you have to learn to trust 
yourself“

I knew he was right. I wasn't able to hide it 

from him, my secret of uncertainty, he saw 

right through me.

It was nothing I didn't know. But I had just 

buried it for so long.



It a weird sensation when someone uncovers 

your deepest feelings that have been buried 

so long, and when they are exposed it is just 

so raw.

At that time I couldn't even think of a time at 

totally trusted myself, I was always unsure. 

All through high school. Every time I rode. 

When I met new people. When I showed.

So when Fred told me "you have to learn to 

trust yourself", it was unchartered territory for 

me.

Trust yourself.



"If you don't believe yourself,

your horse will not believe you either"

"to run after how to "be"

(present, relaxed, confident, balanced, 

open)

instead of how to "do" a technique.

As we were preparing to leave on the last 

day and saying our goodbyes,

Fred gave me a last piece of advice,

"You need to trust yourself, you have to 

believe yourself"

And he signed his signature with a note 

for me to be brave.

Trust yourself.



It sounds so easy, but how? 

What does it have to do with my horse? 

How to make it actionable? 

More than just words? 

Especially when it comes to the most 

important thing to me, besides my kids, my 

relationship with my horses.

Well my journey to find the answers, 

changed my life.

Trust yourself.



"If you don't 

believe yourself,

your horse will not 

believe you either"

Remember this key.



It is in you. 

We just have to find it.



Boundaries
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Presence
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Compassion
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What Is Compassion?
Compassion literally means “to suffer together.” Among emotion researchers, it is defined as the 
feeling that arises when you are confronted with another’s suffering and feel motivated to relieve 
that suffering.

Compassion is not the same as empathy or altruism, though the concepts are related. While 
empathy refers more generally to our ability to take the perspective of and feel the emotions of 
another person, compassion is when those feelings and thoughts include the desire to help. 
Altruism, in turn, is the kind, selfless behavior often prompted by feelings of compassion, though 
one can feel compassion without acting on it, and altruism isn’t always motivated by compassion.

While cynics may dismiss compassion as touchy-feely or irrational, scientists have started to map 
the biological basis of compassion, suggesting its deep evolutionary purpose. This research has 
shown that when we feel compassion, our heart rate slows down, we secrete the “bonding 
hormone” oxytocin, and regions of the brain linked to empathy, caregiving, and feelings of 
pleasure light up, which often results in our wanting to approach and care for other people.

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/303600556_What_is_Compassion_and_How_Can_We_Measure_it_A_Review_of_Definitions_and_Measures
https://greatergood.berkeley.edu/topic/empathy
https://greatergood.berkeley.edu/topic/altruism
https://greatergood.berkeley.edu/article/item/the_compassionate_species
http://home.uchicago.edu/~decety/Files/other/Decety_BCNR_2004.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RZGJV5TRk_c
http://harbaugh.uoregon.edu/Papers/HMB%202007%20Science%20Tax%20Give.pdf


"Horses and people need certain things, in a certain order to be ok, if we 

are aware of this, we can use it to our benefit in our training process.“

Charlotte Cannon

Ask yourself are her needs met?



Clarity
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Clarity
A clear vision of what you want & why

Considering your horse is hard wired to 
mirror you… this is so important to have the 
ability to “see” in your mind what you want.



Clarity
“Final qualification necessary in a trainer is that he must have a clear picture in his own 
mind as to what constitutes a perfectly trained horse.

He may never actually succeed in attaining this perfection, for this state is as rare in the 
equine as in the human race but unless he can at least build toward it, he is not and 
can never be a good trainer”

Horsemastership by Margaret Cabell Self



Clarity



Balance
In both body & mind 
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Balance
“…in a herd, the leader has the most 

balance… if you are not balanced
you are not believed.”

Frederic’ Pignon



Inspiring
The horse feels good to be with you
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Decisive
You move with purpose & direction
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Intentional
Your lessons have a purpose

“I am not here to make you happy,
I am here to help you.”

John Maxwell

9



Intuitive & Heart 
Centered
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Intuitive & Heart 
Centered

using or based on what one feels to be true even without 
conscious reasoning; instinctive

"I had an intuitive conviction that there was something 
unsound in him"



Like a Shepard, 
Teacher, A Guide.
one who protects, guides, or watches over

And eye and an ear scanning all 
directions
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Trust
Releasing the expectations of a specific outcome

Trusting, leaving space for the magic 
that the horse can bring
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Self Control
Having the self mastery to tame your 

emotions as they arise.

Be like a mother: 
Be strong in yourself

Don’t let the horse see your doubt
Be proud of him & every try
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Consistency
The guidelines stay the same.
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Gratitude
For everything they offer you
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Find places to love your 
horse

Not putting words on them like
“spooky” “hard-headed” etc.

Treat them with positive expectation,
Not like the disapproving parent

16



Example of a bit more of a challenge… 
(& a vulnerable example of leadership in need of work)

3



Here’s what has happened in the last few months
I fell madly in love with my horse, I found places to praise 

and except him as he is



What we are aspiring for…



What we are aspiring for…



What we are aspiring for…



What we are aspiring for…



How To Develop 
The Crucial Skills 

of

Comfort Zones, 
Boundaries, 

Expectations 

& Balancing 
Firmness with 

Kindness





The Equestrian 
Circle of 

Confidence

that gives you clarity of the essential skills to 
work on to handle, ride & train your horse with 
trust in yourself... to create trust in your 
horse so you can tell the voices of doubt in your 
head to zip it!





Remember... If you don’t “believe 

you” how can your horse believe 

you either

How to make this actionable?

By practicing & perfecting the 

fundamentals



Learn the C.A.P.E 
Technique To 

Understand Your Horse's 
Body Language & 

Become A Horse 
Listener, So You Can 

Keep Yourself & Your 
Horse Safe



This was C.A.P.
but the C.A.P. 

Has evolved into a 
C.A.P.E.



the exchange of positive energy between horse & human. 

The potential of feeling of understanding & being understood and united through 
connection is one of the most rewarding elements in life. 

It has the power to deepen the moment and the bond between people & animals, 
inspire change and build trust.





State of being attuned to and able to express our true thoughts, feelings,
values & potential

Your best, true self



Presence



There is a difference between being 
Present and Presence



Presence emerges when we feel personally powerful, 
which allows us to be acutely attuned to our most sincere selves. 
In this psychological state, we are able to maintain presence even in the very 
stressful situations that typically make us feel distracted and powerless. 

When we feel present, our speech, facial expressions, 
postures, and movements align. 
They synchronize and focus. 



Presence stems from believing and trusting your story.

Your feelings, beliefs, values and abilities.

…Presence isn’t about pretending you are competent;
it’s about believing in and revealing the abilities you truly have.

It’s about shedding whatever is blocking you from expressing who you are.

It’s about tricking yourself into accepting that you are indeed capable.

Sometimes you have to get out of the way of yourself so you can 

be yourself.



Develop energy awareness & the ability to fluctuate your 
energy to match or to influence the horse to match yours.

Be yourself. But be intentional with this.

This doesn’t only mean fast or slow
It also can be the energy or happy vibe you bring to 
influence to create a positive fun environment

Energy



This is like when you first meet someone and everything 
just flows…
You say you are on the same wavelength

Energy



How do we make this actionable?



Video with raven too little  energy
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Video with Grace too much energy
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Checking in with your body



Present Grooming for Connection, 
Saddling, Feeding, Scoopin’ de Poo



Put on your CAPE

C.onnection

A.wareness

P.resence

E.nergy

in all areas of horsemanship



Think like a horse…
To make a connection,
we can’t expect our horses to think like us, 
we need to think like them.



And 
experience
why they do, 
what they do





The body holds memories…

“I have come to find that I feed my horse’s dragon. 
Even when I feel like I am relaxed & doing fine she 
will look at me like wtf. Come to find out my body 
language has “memory”. 

How do we connect our heads to our “ol” body? 
And stop the body from reacting now that the 
brain has quit”



The answer is to adjust and make 
new body memories…
letting your horse guide you 
& adjusting.
How is your horse 
perceiving you?



She is just mirroring…

However she is responding
it is just information
not good or bad



There are 3 most common types of fear when it comes to horses…













Thank you from my team & I




